Dear Friends,

We are now in the fourth grade of the Oasis of Peace Primary School. Our homeroom teachers are Mali Orbach and Rim Nashef.

Each week we have one hour dedicated for “students’ workshops”. Each student prepares a favorite subject of hers/his and teaches it in class. Sometimes these are “fun” and “tasty” lessons, like making sculptures out of chocolates or with balloons. At other times these are very serious learning sessions. One student taught us about space research and spaceships. He brought a lot of information from the internet. Another student, helped by his parents, showed us chemical experiments and explained about matters and formulas.

In addition, our class is the central core of the school’s new environmental project. We have “young environment leaders” from each class, and they teach the other students about using the environment with respect and care. Most of the leaders come from our class.

In the photo some of us are about to teach the other classes about different kinds of tea that can be made from the plants and herbs of our area.

We would like to thank you for all your support and care,

From the children and teachers of the fourth grade

The Oasis of Peace Primary School